Comparison to Other Utilities - Water

Water Impact Fees

- El Paso - Minimum (May/09): $659
- Fort Worth (Jan/13): $879
- El Paso - Maximum (May/09): $938
- Arlington - Residential (Oct/09): $480
- Arlington - Commercial (Oct/13): $845
- Austin - Minimum (Jan/14): $700
- Austin - Maximum (Jan/14): $3,307
- Houston (Dec/11): $2,500
- SAWS - Low Elevation: $5,036
- SAWS - Middle Elevation: $5,220
- SAWS - High Elevation: $5,362

- Effective Water Impact Fees
- Maximum Water Impact Fee
Comparison to Other Utilities - Wastewater

Wastewater Impact Fees

- El Paso - Lower Medina: $1,235
- El Paso - Maximum (May/09): $1,236
- Arlington - Lower Commercial (Oct/13): $1,485
- Arlington - Residential (Oct/13): $1,468
- SAWS - Lower Collection: $1,852
- SAWS - Middle Collection: $2,249
- SAWS - Medio Creek: $2,308
- SAWS - Upper Medina: $3,290
- SAWS - Upper Collection: $3,427

- Fort Worth (Jan/13): $388
- Austin - Minimum (Jan/14): $1,468
- Austin - Maximum (Jan/14): $1,852
- Houston (Dec/11): $1,199

$0 - $3,500

- Effective Wastewater Impact Fee
- Maximum Wastewater Impact Fee